
 
Giant metal squid washes up on Vancouver beach 
 
Vancouver, B.C. (May 11, 2009) – A fourteen-foot-tall metal squid was 
recently found on Vancouver’s shores, sprawled on a craggy beachfront. Two 
young children discovered it and are saying it’s a submarine.  
 
Is this BC Ferries’ latest transportation experiment?  
 
No. It’s a scene from The Anachronism – a Leo Award-winning short film 
short in various stunning locations around the Lower Mainland by 26-year-old 
Matthew Gordon Long, a Vancouver-based director, writer and producer. 
 
Garnering six Leos at the Award ceremony on Friday May 8, The 
Anachronism took home accolades for best short, costumes, original score, 
screenwriting, sound and production design. The 15-minute-long film was 
nominated for four additional awards, including cinematography, direction, 
editing, and male and female performances. 
 
The Leo Awards were established in 1998 to celebrate B.C.’s film and 
television talent. The Awards’ 2009 celebration took place at the Westin 
Bayshore Vancouver. 
 
In the film, two young siblings played by Katarina Watt and Ryan Grantham 
set out into the woods on a mock-science expedition, cataloguing the names 
of plants and insects.  Their journey takes them to an isolated headland by 
the ocean where they discover a creature that defies their science textbooks: 
a shipwrecked submarine shaped like a giant squid. 
 
Part science fiction, part period drama and part children’s tale, The 
Anachronism’s whimsical juxtaposition of genres and visual references 
provides a treat for the senses.   
 
One hundred and sixteen crew and collaborators contributed to The 
Anachronism, which was shot in the summer of 2008 on a $50,000.00 CAD 
budget. Locations include Whytecliffe Park in Horseshoe Bay, Stanley Park, 
Rowlatt Farmstead in Langley’s Campbell Valley Park, and the Roedde House 
Museum in the West End of Vancouver.  
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About The Anachronism: 
 
The Anachronism is a short-narrative science fiction film set in the late 
nineteenth century. On a sun-dappled summer day a science expedition 
propels two children toward an enigmatic encounter at the edge of their 
known world. Funding was provided by the Canada Council for the Arts, the 
British Columbia Arts Council, the National Film Board of Canada and the 
Kickstart 2008 Award (an initiative of BC Film and the Director’s Guild of 
Canada BC District).  
 
About the director:  
 
Vancouver filmmaker Matthew Gordon Long developed a prolific body of 
independent work in theatre, film and video before the age of 20. In 2004 he 
received a Bachelor of Arts from the University of British Columbia film 
program. His short films have garnered 25 awards and nominations, 
including the 2008 Kickstart Award from the Director’s Guild of Canada, the 
Gerry Brunet Memorial Award at Out on Screen Vancouver 2007 and Leo 
Awards for Best Student Film and Director in 2005. His professional work has 
been noted for its rich visual audacity and its subversive auteurist stance. 
Currently, he is developing several feature film projects including Fathom & 
Cassini, the story of a family adrift amongst the stars. 
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